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Neurons	  represent	  variables,	  not	  
parameters	  

useful learning rules for such tuning always include Heb-
bian as well as anti-Hebbian terms [32,33]. In addition,
several insightful ideas about the roles of bottom-up,
recurrent, and top-down connections for efficient inference
and learning have also been put forward [36–38], but they
were not specified at a level that would allow direct exper-
imental tests.

Learning internal models of natural images has
traditionally been one area where the biological relevance
of statistical neural networks was investigated. As these
studies aimed at explaining the properties of early sensory
areas, the ‘‘objects’’ they learned to infer were simple
localized and oriented filters assumed to interact mostly
additively in creating images (Figure 3b). Although these
representations are at a lower level than the ‘‘true’’ objects
constituting our environment (such as chairs and tables)
that typically interact in highly non-linear ways as they
form images (owing to e.g. occlusion [39]), the same prin-
ciples of probabilistic inference and learning also apply to
this level. Indeed, several studies showed how probabilistic
learning of natural scene statistics leads to representa-
tions that are similar to those found in simple and complex
cells of the visual cortex [40–44]. Although some early
studies were not formulated originally in a statistical
framework [40,41,43], later theoretical developments
showed that their learning algorithms were in fact special
cases of probabilistic learning [45,46].

The general method of validation in these learning
studies almost exclusively concentrated on comparing
the ‘‘receptive field’’ properties of model units with those
of sensory cortical neurons and showing a good match
between the two. However, as the emphasis in many of
these models is on learning, the details of the mapping of

neural dynamics to inference were left implicit (with some
notable exceptions [44,47]). In cases where inference has
been defined explicitly, neurons were usually assumed to
represent single deterministic (so-called ‘‘maximum a pos-
teriori’’) estimates (Figure 3b). This failure to represent
uncertainty is not only computationally harmful for infer-
ence, decision-making and learning (Figures 1–2) but it is
also at odds with behavioral data showing that humans
and animals are influenced by perceptual uncertainty.
Moreover, this approach constrains predictions to be made
only about receptive fields which often says little about
trial-by-trial, on-line neural responses [48].

In summary, presently a main challenge in probabilistic
neural computation is to pinpoint representational
schemes that enable neural networks to represent uncer-
tainty in a physiologically testable manner. Specifically,
learning with such representations on naturalistic input
should provide verifiable predictions about the cortical
implementation of these schemes beyond receptive fields.

Probabilistic representations in the cortex for inference
and learning
The conclusion of this review so far is that identifying the
neural representation of uncertainty is key for understand-
ing how the brain implements probabilistic inference and
learning. Crucially, because inference and learning are
inseparable, a viable candidate representational scheme
should be suitable for both. In line with this, evidence is
growing that perception and memory-based familiarity
processes once thought to be linked to anatomically clearly
segregated cortical modules along the ventral pathway of
the visual cortex could rely on integrated multipurpose
representations within all areas [49]. In this section, we

Figure 3. Neural substrates of probabilistic inference and learning. (a) Functional mapping of learning and inference onto neural substrates in the cortex. (b) Probabilistic
inference for natural images. (Top) A toy model of the early visual system (based on Ref. [43]). The internal model of the environment assumes that visual stimuli, x, are
generated by the noisy linear superposition of two oriented features with activation levels, y1 and y2. The task of the visual system is to infer the activation levels, y1 and y2,
of these features from seeing only their superposition, x. (Bottom left) The prior distribution over the activation of these features, y1 and y2, captures prior knowledge about
how much they are typically (co-)activated in images experienced before. In this example, y1 and y2 are expected to be independent and sparse, which means that each
feature appears rarely in visual scenes and independently of the other feature. (Bottom middle) The likelihood function represents the way the visual features are assumed
to combine to form the visual input under our model of the environment. It is higher for feature combinations that are more likely to underlie the image we are seeing
according to the equation on the top. (Bottom right) The goal of the visual system is to infer the posterior distribution over y1 and y2. By Bayes’ theorem, the posterior
optimally combines the expectations from the prior with the evidence from the likelihood. Maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate, used by some models [40,43,47], denoted
by a + in the figure neglects uncertainty by using only the maximum value instead of the full distribution. (c) Simple demonstration of two probabilistic representational
schemes. (Black curve) The probability distribution of variable y to be represented. (Red curve) Assumed distribution by the parametric representation. Only the two
parameters of the distribution, the mean m and variance s are represented. (Blue ‘‘x’’-s and bars) Samples and the histogram implied by the sampling-based representation.
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Whats	  so	  great	  about	  a	  sampling	  
based	  representa.on?	  

•  Flexible	  (can	  represent	  arbitrary	  distribu.ons)	  

•  No	  of	  neurons	  required	  scales	  linearly	  with	  
dimensionality	  of	  feature	  space.	  

•  Certain	  computa.ons	  are	  straight-‐forward	  
(e.g.	  marginalisa.on)	  



No	  of	  neurons	  required	  scales	  linearly	  
with	  dimensionality	  of	  feature	  space.	  

	  

N	  =	  1	   N	  =	  2	   N	  =	  3	  

For	  sampling	  rep:	  no	  of	  neurons	  required	  scales	  linearly	  with	  N	  
	  
For	  a	  parametric	  rep	  (e.g.	  normal)	  scales	  exponen.ally(?)	  with	  N	  (e.g.	  with	  N^2)	  



Certain	  computa.ons	  are	  straight-‐
forward	  (e.g.	  marginalisa.on)	  

	  

But	  consider	  the	  .me	  taken	  to	  obtain	  this	  marginalisa.on	  .	  .	  .	  



Spontaneous	  and	  evoked	  ac.vity	  

The posterior distribution is inferred by combining infor-
mation from two sources: the sensory input, and the prior
distribution describing a priori beliefs about the sensory
environment (Figure 3b). Intuitively, in the absence of
sensory stimulation, this distribution will collapse to the
prior distribution, and spontaneous activity will represent
this prior (Figure 4).

This proposal linking spontaneous activity to the prior
distribution has implications that can address many of the
issues developed in this review. It provides an account of
spontaneous activity that is consistent with one of its main
features: its remarkable similarity to evoked activity
[64,66,67]. A general feature of statistical models that
are appropriately describing their inputs is that the prior
distribution and the average posterior distribution closely
match each other [68]. Thus, if evoked and spontaneous

activities represent samples from the posterior and prior
distributions, respectively, under an appropriate model of
the environment, they are expected to be similar [53]. In
addition, spontaneous activity itself, as prior expectation,
should be sufficient to evoke firing in some cells without
sensory input, as was observed experimentally [67].

Statistical neural networks also suggest that sampling
from the prior can be more than just a byproduct of
probabilistic inference: it can be computationally advan-
tageous for the functioning of the network. In the absence
of stimulation, during awake spontaneous activity,
sampling from the prior can help with driving the network
close to states that are probable to be valid inferences once
input arrives, thus potentially shortening the reaction time
of the system [69]. This ‘‘priming’’ effect could present an
alternative account of why human subjects are able to sort

Box 3. Spontaneous activity in the cortex

Spontaneous activity in the cortex is defined as ongoing neural activity
in the absence of sensory stimulation [83]. This definition is the clearest
in the case of primary sensory cortices where neural activity has
traditionally been linked very closely to sensory input. Despite some
early observations that it can influence behavior, cortical spontaneous
activity has been considered stochastic noise [84]. The discovery of
retinal and later cortical waves [85] of neural activity in the maturing
nervous system has changed this view in developmental neuroscience,
igniting an ongoing debate about the possible functional role of such
spontaneous activity during development [86].

Several recent results based on the activities of neural populations
initiated a similar shift in view about the role of spontaneous activity
in the cortex during real-time perceptual processes [65]. Imaging and
multi-electrode studies showed that spontaneous activity has large
scale spatiotemporal structure over millimeters of the cortical surface,
that the mean amplitude of this activity is comparable to that of
evoked activity and it links distant cortical areas together [64,87,88]
(Figure I). Given the high energy cost of cortical spike activity [89],
these findings argue against the idea of spontaneous activity being
mere noise. Further investigations found that spontaneous activity
shows repetitive patterns [90,91], it reflects the structure of the

underlying neural circuitry [67], which might represent visual
attributes [66], that the second order correlational structure of
spontaneous and evoked activity is very similar and it changes
systematically with age [64]. Thus, cell responses even in primary
sensory cortices are determined by the combination of spontaneous
and bottom-up, external stimulus-driven activity.
The link between spontaneous and evoked activity is further

promoted by findings that after repetitive presentation of a sensory
stimulus, spontaneous activity exhibits patterns of activity reminis-
cent to those seen during evoked activity [92]. This suggests that
spontaneous activity might be altered on various time scales leading
to perceptual adaptation and learning. These results led to an
increasing consensus that spontaneous activity might have a func-
tional role in perceptual processes that is related to internal states of
cell assemblies in the brain, expressed via top-down effects that
embody expectations, predictions and attentional processes [93] and
manifested in modulating functional connectivity of the network [94].
Although there have been theoretical proposals of how bottom-up
and top-down signals could jointly define perceptual processes
[55,95], the rigorous functional integration of spontaneous activity
in such a framework has emerged only recently [53].

Figure I. Characteristics of cortical spontaneous activity. (a) There is a significant correlation between the orientation map of the primary visual cortex of anesthetized
cat (left panel), optical image patterns of spontaneous (middle panel) and visually evoked activities (right panel) (adapted with permission from [66]). (b) Correlational
analysis of BOLD signals during resting state reveals networks of distant areas in the human cortex with coherent spontaneous fluctuations. There are large scale
positive intrinsic correlations between the seed region PCC (yellow) and MPF (orange) and negative correlations between PCC and IPS (blue) (adapted with permission
from [98]). (c) Reliably repeating spike triplets can be detected in the spontaneous firing of the rat somatosensory cortex by multielectrode recording (adapted with
permission from [91]). (d) Spatial correlations in the developing awake ferret visual cortex of multielectrode recordings show a systematic pattern of emerging strong
correlations across several millimeters of the cortical surface and very similar correlational patterns for dark spontaneous (solid line) and visually driven conditions
(dotted and dashed lines for random noise patterns and natural movies, respectively) (adapted with permission from [64]).
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Spontaneous	  and	  evoked	  ac.vity	  

Fig. 1. Assessing the statistical optimality of the
internal model in the visual cortex. (A) The pos-
terior distribution represented by EA (bottom, red-
filled contours show pairwise activity distributions)
in response to a visual stimulus (top) is increasingly
dominated by the prior distribution (bottom, gray
contours) as brightness or contrast is decreased
from maximum (left) to lower levels (center). In the
absence of stimulation (right), the posterior con-
verges to the prior, and thus, SA recorded in dark-
ness represents this prior. (B) Multiunit activity
recorded in V1 of awake, freely viewing ferrets
either receiving no stimulus (middle) or viewing
natural (top) or artificial stimuli (bottom) is used to
construct neural activity distributions in young and
adult animals. Under natural and artificial stimuli
conditions, EA distributions represent distributions
of visual features (red and green panels) inferred
from particular stimuli. Average EA distributions
(aEA) evoked by different stimuli ensembles are
compared with the distribution of SA recorded in
darkness (black panels), representing the prior ex-
pectations about visual features. Quantifying the
dissimilarity between the SA distribution and the
aEA distribution reveals the level of statistical ad-
aptation of the internal model to the stimulus en-
semble. The internal model of young animals (left)
is expected to show little adaptation to the natural
environment and thus aEA for natural (and also for
artificial) scenes should be different from SA. Adult
animals (right) are expected to be adapted to natural
scenes and thus to exhibit a high degree of similarity
between SA and natural stimuli–aEA, but not
between SA and artificial stimuli–aEA.
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Spontaneous	  and	  evoked	  ac.vity	  

models. Yet identifying the neural correlates of op-
timal internal models has remained a challenge
(see supporting online text).

We addressed this problem by relating evoked
and spontaneous neural activity (EA and SA, re-
spectively) (9) to two key aspects of Bayesian
computations performed with the internal model
(Fig. 1A). The first key aspect is that a statistically
optimal internal model needs to represent its in-
ferences as a probability distribution, the Bayesian
posterior P(features|input, model) (2, 10) describ-
ing the inferred probability that a particular com-
bination of features may underlie the input. Thus,
under the general assumption that the visual cortex
implements such an optimal internal model, EA
should represent the posterior probability distri-
bution for a given input image (2, 11, 12), and SA
should represent the posterior distribution elicited
by a blank stimulus. The second key aspect of a
statistically optimal internal model, under only
mild assumptions about its structure, is that the
posterior represented by SA converges to the prior
distribution, which describes prior expectations
about the frequency with which any given com-
bination of features may occur in the environ-
ment, P(features|model). This is because as the
brightness or contrast of the visual stimulus is
decreased, inferences about the features present

in the input will be increasingly dominated by
these prior expectations (for a formal derivation,
see supporting online text). This effect has been
demonstrated in behavioral studies (3, 13), and it
is also consistent with data on neural responses in
the primary visual cortex (V1) (14). Relating EA
and SA to the posterior and prior distributions
provides a complete, data-driven characterization
of the internal model without making strong
theoretical assumptions about its precise nature.

Crucially, this interpretation of the EA and SA
distributions allowed us to assess statistical opti-
mality of the internal model with respect to an en-
semble of visual inputs, P(input), using a standard
benchmark of the optimality of statistical models
(Fig. 1B) (15). A statistical model of visual inputs
that is optimally adapted to a stimulus ensemble
must have prior expectations that match the actual
frequency with which it encounters different visual
features in that ensemble (16). The degree of mis-
match can be quantified as the divergence between
the average posterior and the prior:

Div½〈Pðfeaturesjiput,modelÞ〉PðinputÞ
∥ PðfeaturesjmodelÞ$ ð1Þ

where the angular brackets indicate averaging
over the stimulus ensemble. A well-calibrated

model will predict correctly the frequency of fea-
ture combinations in actual visual scenes, leading
to a divergence close to zero. However, if the
model is not adapted, or it is adapted to a different
stimulus ensemble from the actual test ensemble,
then a large divergence is expected. As we iden-
tified EA and SA with the posterior and prior
distributions of the internal model, the statistical
optimality of neural responses with respect to a
stimulus ensemble can be quantified by applying
Eq. 1 to neural data, i.e., by computing the di-
vergence between the average distribution of multi-
neural EA (aEA), collected in response to stimuli
sampled from the stimulus ensemble, and the dis-
tribution of SA (17) (Fig. 2A).

Because the internal model of the visual cortex
needs to be adapted to the statistical properties of
natural scenes, Eq. 1 should yield a low diver-
gence between aEA for natural scenes and SA in
the mature visual system. We therefore measured
the population activity within the visual cortex of
awake, freely viewing ferrets in response to natural-
scene movies (aEA) and in darkness (SA) at four
different developmental stages: after eye opening at
postnatal day 29 (P29) to P30, after thematuration
of orientation tuning and long-range horizontal
connections at P44 to P45 (18), and in two groups
of mature animals at P83 to P90 and P129 to P151

Fig. 2. Improving match
between aEA and SA over
development. (A) Spikes
were recorded on 16 elec-
trodes, divided intodiscrete
2-ms bins, and converted
to binary strings, so that
each string described the
activity pattern of cells at a
given time point (top). For
each condition, the histo-
gram of activity patterns
was constructed, and dif-
ferent histograms were
compared by measuring
their divergence (bottom).
(B) Divergence between
the distributions of activity
patterns in movie-aEA (M)
and SA (S), as a function of
age (red bars). As a ref-
erence, the dashed line
shows the average of the
within-condition baselines
computed with within-
condition data split into
two halves (fig. S1). (C)
Frequency of occurrence
of activity patterns under
SA (S, y axis) versusmovie-
aEA (M, x axis) in a young
(left) and adult (right)
animal. Each dot repre-
sents one of the 216 =
65,536 possible binary
activity patterns; color code indicates number of spikes. Black line shows equality. The panels at the left of the plots show examples of neural activity on the 16
electrodes in representative SA and movie-aEA trials for the same animals. Error bars on all figures represent SEM.
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models. Yet identifying the neural correlates of op-
timal internal models has remained a challenge
(see supporting online text).

We addressed this problem by relating evoked
and spontaneous neural activity (EA and SA, re-
spectively) (9) to two key aspects of Bayesian
computations performed with the internal model
(Fig. 1A). The first key aspect is that a statistically
optimal internal model needs to represent its in-
ferences as a probability distribution, the Bayesian
posterior P(features|input, model) (2, 10) describ-
ing the inferred probability that a particular com-
bination of features may underlie the input. Thus,
under the general assumption that the visual cortex
implements such an optimal internal model, EA
should represent the posterior probability distri-
bution for a given input image (2, 11, 12), and SA
should represent the posterior distribution elicited
by a blank stimulus. The second key aspect of a
statistically optimal internal model, under only
mild assumptions about its structure, is that the
posterior represented by SA converges to the prior
distribution, which describes prior expectations
about the frequency with which any given com-
bination of features may occur in the environ-
ment, P(features|model). This is because as the
brightness or contrast of the visual stimulus is
decreased, inferences about the features present

in the input will be increasingly dominated by
these prior expectations (for a formal derivation,
see supporting online text). This effect has been
demonstrated in behavioral studies (3, 13), and it
is also consistent with data on neural responses in
the primary visual cortex (V1) (14). Relating EA
and SA to the posterior and prior distributions
provides a complete, data-driven characterization
of the internal model without making strong
theoretical assumptions about its precise nature.

Crucially, this interpretation of the EA and SA
distributions allowed us to assess statistical opti-
mality of the internal model with respect to an en-
semble of visual inputs, P(input), using a standard
benchmark of the optimality of statistical models
(Fig. 1B) (15). A statistical model of visual inputs
that is optimally adapted to a stimulus ensemble
must have prior expectations that match the actual
frequency with which it encounters different visual
features in that ensemble (16). The degree of mis-
match can be quantified as the divergence between
the average posterior and the prior:

Div½〈Pðfeaturesjiput,modelÞ〉PðinputÞ
∥ PðfeaturesjmodelÞ$ ð1Þ

where the angular brackets indicate averaging
over the stimulus ensemble. A well-calibrated

model will predict correctly the frequency of fea-
ture combinations in actual visual scenes, leading
to a divergence close to zero. However, if the
model is not adapted, or it is adapted to a different
stimulus ensemble from the actual test ensemble,
then a large divergence is expected. As we iden-
tified EA and SA with the posterior and prior
distributions of the internal model, the statistical
optimality of neural responses with respect to a
stimulus ensemble can be quantified by applying
Eq. 1 to neural data, i.e., by computing the di-
vergence between the average distribution of multi-
neural EA (aEA), collected in response to stimuli
sampled from the stimulus ensemble, and the dis-
tribution of SA (17) (Fig. 2A).

Because the internal model of the visual cortex
needs to be adapted to the statistical properties of
natural scenes, Eq. 1 should yield a low diver-
gence between aEA for natural scenes and SA in
the mature visual system. We therefore measured
the population activity within the visual cortex of
awake, freely viewing ferrets in response to natural-
scene movies (aEA) and in darkness (SA) at four
different developmental stages: after eye opening at
postnatal day 29 (P29) to P30, after thematuration
of orientation tuning and long-range horizontal
connections at P44 to P45 (18), and in two groups
of mature animals at P83 to P90 and P129 to P151

Fig. 2. Improving match
between aEA and SA over
development. (A) Spikes
were recorded on 16 elec-
trodes, divided intodiscrete
2-ms bins, and converted
to binary strings, so that
each string described the
activity pattern of cells at a
given time point (top). For
each condition, the histo-
gram of activity patterns
was constructed, and dif-
ferent histograms were
compared by measuring
their divergence (bottom).
(B) Divergence between
the distributions of activity
patterns in movie-aEA (M)
and SA (S), as a function of
age (red bars). As a ref-
erence, the dashed line
shows the average of the
within-condition baselines
computed with within-
condition data split into
two halves (fig. S1). (C)
Frequency of occurrence
of activity patterns under
SA (S, y axis) versusmovie-
aEA (M, x axis) in a young
(left) and adult (right)
animal. Each dot repre-
sents one of the 216 =
65,536 possible binary
activity patterns; color code indicates number of spikes. Black line shows equality. The panels at the left of the plots show examples of neural activity on the 16
electrodes in representative SA and movie-aEA trials for the same animals. Error bars on all figures represent SEM.
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Conclusions	  	  

•  Sampling	  based	  representa.ons	  seem	  to	  have	  
some	  conspicuous	  advantages	  (and	  
disadvantages,	  .me?)	  w.r.t.	  PPC.	  

•  Some	  empirical	  evidence	  that	  spontaneous	  
ac.vity	  is	  sampling	  the	  prior.	  	  


